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Abstract:  

During the expansion from the Great Recession, black wage growth lagged that of 

whites. While lower unemployment rates and the increased transition of workers from 

unemployment to employment are correlated with rising wages, this effect is through the 

correlation of job-to-job transitions on wages that increase as the labor; the actual mechanism 

is the increase in job-to-job transitions. But the minimum wage is important as a reservation 

wage, and because increases in the minimum wage cause wage compression within firms create 

wage pressures on job-to-job transitions. But these pressures have different results by race, 

because of differences in job-to-job transitions and differences between minimum wage 

increases that occur by race; Black workers disproportionately live where minimum wages 

have not increased. This study investigated two comparative views of wage-setting based on 

labor mobility during the business cycle. It also examined whether the changes in the minimum 

wage play any significant role in wage dynamics for black and white workers. I used state-

level panel data for the period (Q3, 2000 – Q3, 2019). The research found that the job to job 

transition rate dominates the unemployment to employment movement rate in explaining both; 

stable and new hire earnings fluctuations in the labor market. Additionally, this paper 

highlighted the importance of the minimum wage ripple effects in the labor market dynamics 

and its missing role in narrowing the racial wage gap. 

Key Words: labor market dynamics; racial wage gap; wage dynamics; Job to job transition; 

minimum wage. 
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Introduction: 

Racial wage inequality is among the leading problems facing US society today. Since 

the late 20th century, the government has strived to assuage racial inequalities by implementing 

wage and labor laws. However, the constant unemployment rate gap between black and white 

workers and the fact that black workers receive relatively lower wages than their white 

counterparts demonstrate these efforts' futility. Figure A shows that in 2019, the racial gap in 

the unemployment rate is just as serious as in 1975 where black workers' unemployment rate 

was 50% higher than white workers. Moreover, the median hourly wage gap between black 

and white workers remained 10% higher in favor of white workers for the past forty years (Fig 

B). 

  

Source: U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS 
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Source: U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS 

 

The growing implications of the racial inequality in the United States, including wages 

and unemployment rates, have divided the nation, increased African-American's reliance on 

government aid, and bolstered poverty rates. The US government implemented the Fair Labor 

Standards Act in 1938 to combat racial and gender discrimination in the workplace. One of the 

basic provisions of this law is the federal minimum wage. The Federal Reserve has also 

imposed expansionary macroeconomic policies to narrow these gaps.  

Expansionary macroeconomic policies create pressure on labor markets, generate more 

jobs, and increase wages. However, these policies are restricted by potential inflation. Studies 

exploring the wage gap provide evidence to support the importance of expansionary 

macroeconomic policies in narrowing racial wage gaps (Bivens, 2021).  

In contrast, recent work by  (Karahan & Michaels & Pugsley& Sahin & Schuh, 2017) 

shows that tightening the labor market has no impact on real wages. They assess the relative 

importance of the unemployment to employment transition and job-to-job transition rates for 

wage dynamics. They concluded that J2J transition rates dominate the job-finding rates, and 

the job-finding rate has no significant role at all. In this paper, I will examine these two different 
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approaches on wages in general; then, I will test my results on black and white wages 

separately.  

The Unemployment rate and inflation: 

Since the 2008 global financial crisis, inflation has been stable at very low rates, and 

for some countries, it was even lower than the central bank monetary policy targets (Jordà et 

al. 2019). Also, the unemployment rate has decreased during the last ten years by around %0.5 

every year, and it was lower than 4% straight before the Cived-19 health crisis. 

Inflation and employment are very important factors for any economy; they are also 

main targets for the central banks to maintain a healthy economy through the influence of 

monetary policies. The main paradigm in analyzing and understanding the inflation dynamics 

used by the central bank is the Phillips curve. However,  many researchers believe that due to 

the rich available data during the last ten years, the Phillips curve is no longer a fruitful 

framework to explain the inflation pressure on the economy (Coibion and Gorodnichenko 

2015). ( Jorda et al. 2019). 

The relationship of the Phillips curve suggests that tightening the labor market is a key 

to raising wages through expansionary macroeconomic policies. The pressure of these policies 

on the labor market creates more jobs, lowers the unemployment rate, and increases wages.  

However, the available data doesn't support this relationship. Fig:0-1 shows that the 

average hourly wage has been significantly increasing. In contrast, the annual growth rate for 

wages ranged only between %1 and %2 for most of the years after 2009, where it was growing 

%4 year by year before the financial market collapse in 2008. Even during the high-inflation 

years of the early 80s, average wages growth was up to %9 ( Fig:0-2).  
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Source: Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey 

 

Source: Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey 

 

After adjusting for the inflation, Fig 0-1 again shows that the average hourly wage has 

almost the same purchasing power through the past 4 decades. Notably, as the U.S. reached a 

very low inflation rate and low unemployment rate, real wages have not responded as predicted. 
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Search and Matching Theory – Job to Job Flows: 

 Search and matching theory is another framework that has been discussed broadly to 

analyze the wage dynamic through the power of labor market tightening. Based on this theory, 

real wages are determined by a Nash bargain, where workers and firms use their bargaining 

power over wages. The main assumption is that individuals have imperfect information about 

jobs and wages, so finding an optimal job takes time. This assumption suggested that workers 

better decide on their search behavior based on two characteristics; the search effort and the 

reservation wage. Both components rely on different factors, such as the income during the job 

search, the probability of receiving a job offer, and the speed of receiving that job offer. 

Another abroach for search theory abstract from Job-to-Job transitions suggested that receiving 

an incumbent worker's job offer is the speed with which a worker would find a new match if 

she were quit to unemployment. Consequently, the pace at which the unemployed find jobs is 

the proximate driver key of wage fluctuations. 

By far, this theory of non-competitive wage-setting mechanism was discussed broadly 

by applied labor economists for years. Most of these papers were influenced by Mortensen and 

Pissarides (1994) (1999) and their famous equilibrium search and matching framework. 

Tobin (1972), in his presidential address to the American Economic Associational, 

criticized this view and indicates that many workers change jobs without any intervening 

unemployment period. He underlined the importance of on-the-job search as a key aspect of 

labor market flows. Figures 1 and 2 illustrates that the labor force flows from employed to 

employed is way higher than the flows to unemployed. The job-to-job movements are 81 times 

higher than the spell from unemployed to employed, and these results emphasize Tobin's 

viewpoint that most job movers don't experience an unemployment period.  
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Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the flows from unemployed and non-employed to 

employed, and by comparing these two figures with figure 1, it is clear that the Job to Job flows 

in the labor market are larger than other flows.  

 

Source: Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey 

 

 

Source: Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey 
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Source: Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey 

 

 

Source: Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey 

 

Here comes the importance of investigating the implications of job-to-job transitions 

for cyclical wage dynamics theories. In (1998), Burdett and Mortensen developed their 

canonical framework and implied restrictions on the map from labor market flows to real 

wages. Wages in the BM model are more sensitive to changes in the arrival rate of job offers 

to the employed than changes in the arrival rate of job opportunities to the unemployed. 

These findings contrast with the results of the early search models. However, Moscarini 

and Postel-Vinay (2006) combined these two comparative views in one study. They developed 
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an equilibrium model with strategic wage bargaining and on-the-job search and then used it 

empirically to determine wages in France. They found that the between-firm competition 

resulting from the job-search matters more than the other two essential determinants of wages 

in their model: productivity and Nash bargain. In Moscarini and Postel-Vinay (2016) 's later 

work, they supported their previous model's prediction that wages are more responsive to the 

on-job search rate than the unemployment exit rate. 

However, in their empirical work, Moscarini and Postel-Vinay (2016) rely only on 

aggregate time-series data. Therefore, (Karahan & Michaels & Pugsley& Sahin & Schuh, 

2017) raised a similar question using state-level data for worker flows and wages. They found 

that the job-finding probability of the unemployed has no explanatory power to determinant 

wages. This important finding was explained by Burdett and Mortensen (1998) in their model 

of on-the-job search. BM indicates that unemployment to employment transitions probability 

rate does not affect wages when the minimum wage binds. 

This important prediction on minimum wage is supported by Moscarini and Postel-

Vinay (2016) on their wage function work. They find that wage function only depends on the 

arrival rate of offers to the employed and not on the unemployed. Therefore, the change in the 

arrival rate of offers to the unemployed doesn't directly affect the wages equilibrium. It only 

works through the reservation wage, which the minimum wage may anchor. 

The implications of minimum wage from the job search models have not been 

empirically tested by scholars yet. Therefore, this study aims to evaluate these implications 

based on Karahan's work findings.  
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Literature review: 

Black-White Wage Gap and Minimum wage: 

It is well acknowledged that White workers earn more than their Black counterparts. 

Between 1999 and 2001, black workers earned only 66 percent of the annual income of 

whites , and only 64 percent of whites' personal income (Cheryl Hill & Spriggs. 2007) 

Studies exploring the wage gap discussed several factors contributing to the black-

white wage gap. Some scholars suggested that the wage difference between black and white 

employees differs from one occupation to the next, and it's based on the required type of skills 

for each occupation. Fan et al. (2017) accentuate the importance of soft skills in improving 

people's eligibility for higher wages. In this case, soft skills denote characteristics and 

dispositions associated more with personality, attitude, and behavior instead of technical know-

how and skills (Fan et al., 2017). These skills are intangible compared to hard ones, making it 

impossible to measure them. Fan et al. claim that most employers rely on their subjective 

judgments of potential employees to gauge whether or not they have soft skills (2017). 

These individuals associate whites with soft skills and blacks with inferior soft skills in 

most cases. Fan et al. link these negative perceptions to the prevalence of racism and bigotry 

(2017). Fan et al. confirm that this is one of the chief factors contributing to the high rates of 

unemployment and wage differences. The unemployment rates for African-Americans have 

increased by 6.9%, and the number of colored individuals constantly searching for jobs has 

multiplied exponentially within the last decade. Relatedly, Fan et al. (2017) posit that most 

employers recruit several African-American workers to evade lawsuits filed due to 

employment discrimination and violation of the Fair Labors Act and maintain a flawless public 

image. However, these employees work in inferior positions and receive meager wages, while 

their white colleagues occupy prominent positions and earn significantly higher salaries. Fan 
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et al. hypothesize that the racial wage gap is wider in soft-skill occupations and lower in jobs 

that require specialized aptitudes. Thus, Blacks specializing in soft-skills jobs earn significantly 

lower than White employees in the same field. 

Another line of research links laborers' earnings directly to productivity (Bowlus & 

Eckstein, 2002). According to Bowlus & Eckstein study,  White productivity is 3.3% higher 

than black productivity, using a sample of black and white high school graduate students from 

labor market survey data. 

Other work has attributed this gap to demographic characteristics such as age, type of 

career, and level of education. Daly et al.'s (2017) study affirm that colored workers receive 

lower wages than whites because the two often specialize in different industries. Besides this, 

educational attainment is another crucial factor influencing the wage gap. Daly et al. (2017) 

claim that many black workers lack advanced education and often work for employers in need 

of unskilled and inexpensive labor. In sharp contrast, whites have higher rates of academic 

attainment, which makes them eligible for well-paying jobs that demand the use of advanced 

skills. Daly et al. show  that the amplified rates of illiteracy among blacks and the heightened 

demand for novel skills, which people can acquire by pursuing higher education and 

specializing in a certain field, account for 5% of the total wage gap (2017). Thus, factors such 

as education level and the type of industry determine the wages black and white workers 

receive for their labor.  

While most researchers explored several reasons for the racial earnings gap, others 

focused on the discrimination factors that expand the gap during recessions. Chattopadhyay & 

Bianchi (2020) found that the black-white wage gap increases during recessions. Especially in 

states with a larger black population and in states known for negative attitudes about black 

people from whites. Moreover, the authors defined two mechanisms by which the wage gap 
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widens during recessions. They found that black workers are more likely to be laid off during 

downturns and lose some paid hours in hourly wage jobs.  

Over the years, the U.S. government has formulated laws and policies to reduce the 

racial wage gap. For instance, it enforced the Fair Labors Standards Act (FLSA) was effected 

in 1938 FLSA defines the tolerable standards for earnings and overtime pay. It demands firms 

provide their workers with at least the federal minimum wage and offer one-and-a-half times 

the standard remuneration for overtime work (Andrias, 2018).  

Indeed, the federal minimum wage is one of the most vital provisions of the FLSA. 

Since July 24, 2009, all companies have been required to pay their workers a minimum of $ 

7.25 hourly. Despite this minimum hourly wage specified by the federal government, 

individual states have the liberty to endorse their minimum wage guidelines as long as the 

hourly pay does not fall below the federal rate (Reich, 2021). The only acceptable case where 

employees can receive earnings lower than the required minimum is if they fit in categories 

exempt from FLSA. 

Despite the popular view, the federal minimum wage policy has not been as effective 

as initially expected. Under the law, states should ensure employees receive wages at the 

specified federal minimum or higher than this rate. Since the policy's inception, multiple 

American states have increased the minimum wage rates, allowing employees to earn 

significantly higher remunerations than before (Wursten & Reich, 2021). However, one of the 

main questions posed by critics of this policy is why the racial gap has aggravated despite its 

enforcement. Wursten and Reich (2021) stated that there are relatively fewer colored workers 

in states that pay more than the stipulated average, such as Washington. These states often 

comprise a large share of white citizens compared to African-Americans. Conversely, those 

that offer rates consistent with the federal minimum are more likely to have more colored 
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workers than white ones (Wursten & Reich, 2021). Thus, this is a key factor hampering the 

efficacy of this wage policy in narrowing the racial wage gap.  

A significant share of current studies underpins the vitality of increasing the minimum 

wage to promote racial wage equality and eliminate poverty in the U.S... Nguyen (2018) claims 

that a wage increment to a minimum of $15 per hour can help close the racial wage gap between 

Black and white American employees. According to the study, this rate can considerably 

heighten people's self-support and diminish their over-reliance on public subsidies (Nguyen, 

2018). In short, the author finds that the current federal minimum is inadequate in reducing the 

wage gap. It also impedes people from meeting their most fundamental needs. However, all 

states should adhere to the same standard wage requirements (Nguyen, 2018). For instance, if 

the stipulated average wage for every hour is $15, all employees across different states should 

receive this pay for every hour they provide labor. Notably, this would reduce the discrepancies 

in racial-wage-gap among different states, especially those comprising more white employees 

than colored ones and vice versa.  

Labor market flows pressures and wage dynamics: 

Although there is rich literature on the black-white wage gap, discussing the different 

effects of labor market transitions on black-white wages and the role of the minimum wage as 

a reservation wage has not been elucidated yet. 

For many years, the search and matching models have been the main focus of 

researchers to determine the relationship between the power of labor flows and the cyclical 

wage fluctuations, Influenced by Diamond (1982), Mortensen (1982), and Pissarides' (1985) 

(henceforth DMP) matching model. DMP model suggested that wages are set between the 

employer and the employee through their bargaining power. In the case of a Nash bargain, the 

wage is a weighted average of a worker's productivity and her reservation wage. The latter is 
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determined by how quickly a person would find a new job if she became unemployed. As a 

result, the rate at which unemployed people find work is the primary (proximate) driver of 

wage fluctuations. Therefore, when the job-finding rate is high, workers have more bargaining 

power since they can leave the negotiation table and seek a better offer elsewhere; hence wages 

rise. 

An important key assumption of the DMP model is that new jobs vacancies can be 

filled only by unemployed people ignoring employed people who search for jobs. This view 

was criticized by Tobin (1972) in his presidential address to the American Economic 

Associational. He indicates that many workers change jobs without any intervening 

unemployment period, and he underlined the importance of on-the-job search as a key aspect 

of labor market flows. 

Burdett and Mortensen (1998) developed their canonical framework and implied 

restrictions on the map from labor market flows to real wages. Wages in the BM model are 

more sensitive to changes in the arrival rate of job offers to the employed than changes in the 

arrival rate of job opportunities to the unemployed. Motivated by this insight, Moscarini and 

Postel-Vinay (2016) analyze US times series data and find that the wages fluctuations over the 

business cycle are closely linked with the pace of job-to-job transitions more than 

unemployment transitions. Their empirical finding contradicts the DMP model's theoretical 

prediction that the job-finding rate is primarily a predictor of wage dynamics. According to 

their model, the fundamental driver of real wages is the competition among firms for employed 

workers. 

However, in their empirical work, Moscarini and Postel-Vinay (2016) rely only on 

aggregate time-series data. Therefore, (Karahan & Michaels & Pugsley& Sahin & Schuh, 

2017) raised a similar question using state-level data for unemployment to employments flows, 
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job to job flows, and real wages. They found that the job-finding rate of the unemployed has 

no explanatory power to determine wages. This important finding was mentioned earlier by 

Burdett and Mortensen (1998) in their on-the-job search model. BM indicates that 

unemployment to employment transitions probability rate does not affect wages when the 

minimum wage binds. 

Data and Methodology: 

The data analyzed in this paper consists of; First, (∧it
e ) Job-to-Job Flows Data series 

from the Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) program released by the 

Census Bureau in their public use. ( ∧it
e  ) Measures the share of the employed who moved 

directly from the employer to another during or across calendar quarter without intervening 

nonemployment's spells. 

Second, for the measure of the unemployment to employment transition probability 

(∧it
u ), I followed the same methodology by Karahan et al. (2017) in their paper using the Current 

Population Survey (CPS) data to track the monthly share of the unemployed that turns to 

employment in the following month. ∧it
u    is defined as the total monthly flows from 

unemployment to employment during a quarter divided by the average unemployment level in 

the three months before these flows (see Karahan et al., 2017). 

Third, I use data on earnings from the Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI), also 

released by the Census Bureau from the LEHD program. QWI data series allows for two 

different earnings measures. The average earnings as an applied measure on the BM 

framework, and new hires' earnings as a preferred measure (Karahan et al., 2017). The latter is 

defined as the average monthly earnings of full-quarter employees who started working with a 

firm in the previous quarter. While the average monthly earnings of employees with stable jobs 
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who worked with the same firm throughout the quarter. From these two definitions, (Karahan 

et al., 2017) claimed that the new hire earnings reflect the impact of j to j flows more clearly 

because the stable earnings are suspected to be infrequently updated compared to frequent 

adjustments on new hire wages. 

Finally, Minimum wage changes by state; this data series was collected from the U.S. 

Department of Labor. Since it is annual data, I tracked the changes' effective date from the 

Minimum Wage Tracker released by The Economic Policy Institute.  

The estimating equations :  

Log Wit=αi+αt +βit +αe ∧it
e +αu ∧it

u  +εit                                 (1) 

Log Wit= αi+ αt + βit + αe ∧it
e + αu ∧it

u  + αm log mwit+ εit         (2) 

White − Log Wit=αi+αt +βit +αe ∧it
e +αu ∧it

u  +εit                                 (3) 

Black − Log Wit=αi+αt +βit +αe ∧it
e +αu ∧it

u  +εit                                 (4) 

𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 − Log Wit= αi+ αt + βit + αe ∧it
e + αu ∧it

u  + αm log mwit+ εit         (5) 

𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 − Log Wit= αi+ αt + βit + αe ∧it
e + αu ∧it

u  + αm log mwit+ εit         (6) 

Where i denotes a state and t a calendar quarter. W measures earnings; αi is a state fixed 

effect, βi allows for a linear state trend, αt is a calendar quarter fixed. The variable∧it
e  refers 

to the job-to-job transition probability published by the LEHD program. The variable ∧it
u  is 

the CPS measurement of the quarterly transition probability from unemployment to 

employment. The variable MWit refers to minimum wage published by (DOL).  
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Results and Discussions: 

This paper tests the two comparative explanatory power of labor mobility and the 

minimum wage implications on wage setting. Also, it evaluates the relationship between job 

market flows, minimum wage, and wage settings during the business cycle by race. 

Estimates of equation (1) for stable and new hire earnings are reported in table (1) and 

table (2), respectively. In panels (A), columns 1, unemployed job finding rate by its own ∧it
u , 

has a positive and significant impact on earnings. A 1 percentage point increase in ∧it
u  implies 

between .092 (Table 1) and .147 percent (Table 2) rise in quarterly earnings. These findings 

comply with the implications of models without an on-the-job search. In columns 2, conditional 

on the on job search measure ∧it
e , the impact of ∧it

u  declines by around .05 percent for the stable 

earning and becomes insignificant for the new hire earning. Further, the coefficients of ∧it
e  are 

remarkably large and do predict higher quarterly earnings. An increase by 1 percent point in 

∧it
e  leads to 2.41 and 5.96 higher quarterly earnings.  

 The results of equation (2) estimation for stable and new hire earnings are reported in 

table (1) and table (2), respectively, Panels (B). In columns 3, the unemployed job finding rate 

∧it
u  slightly declines with controlling for the minimum wage. While the M.W. measure shows 

a positive and significant effect on the stable earning, it doesn't for new hire earning.  

Moreover,  repeating the same key takeaways from column 2 with respect to the 

minimum wage in column 4, I again find that ∧it
e  has a significant and positive impact and 

dominates ∧it
u  as a stronger prediction factor of earnings, especially for new hires earrings. 
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Further, the minimum wage measure is both economically and statically significant. It 

also boosts the effect of  ∧it
e  on earnings, and contributes to diminishing the impact of ∧it

u  

compared to column 2.  

Estimates of equations (3) and (4) for stable and new hire earnings are reported in table 

(3) and table (4), respectively. In panels (A), columns 1, unemployed job finding rate by its 

own ∧it
u , has no impact on stable earnings for black workers. But for white workers, tightening 

the labor market by one percentage increases white workers' stable earnings by .01 percent. 

For new hire earnings, the unemployment flows rate is positive and significant for both black 

and white workers. One percentage change in that rate raises the new hire earnings by .04 and 

.05 for white and black workers, respectively. Panel A, column 2 shows that when controlling 

for the J2J rate, the impact of the unemployment flows rate becomes insignificant, and the J2J 

flows coefficients are positive and significant for both black and white workers. However, the 

impact of J2J transitions for new hire earning is higher than the impact of J2J transitions for 

stable earnings. 

 Estimates of equations (5) and (6) for stable and new hire earnings show that the 

minimum wage plays a significant role by boosting the impact of J2J  transitions, especially 

for black workers. When controlling for the minimum wage, J2J flows coefficients in column 

4 increase by 1.4 for white workers and 1.3 for black workers. Also, M.W. is more significant 

for black works' stable earnings and has a higher coefficient for new hires.  

Robustness: 

The job-to-job flows share rate captures the actual worker's transitions from firm to 

firm within or across the quarter. However,  the unemployed to employed flows share rate 

measures the probability of transitions based on the search model. These measurements give 
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∧it
e  domination power over the ∧it

u . To address these concerns (Karahan et al., 2017) suggested 

a different measure for J.2.J. flows (λit
e  ). λit

e  Captures the probability of job to job movements 

driven by the wage distribution (see Karahan et al., 2017). 

Panels ( C ) in table (1) and table (2) report the results for using the job to job probability 

transitions λit
e  instead of J.2.J. flows. In column 5, the semi-elasticity drops from 2.412 to .492 

percent and from 5.96 to 1.38 percent for stable and new hire earnings, respectively. However, 

the estimation results for λit
e  indicate statically and economically significant impact on earnings 

and still dominates ∧it
u  as a proximate determinant of wage dynamics. 

Also, table (3) and table (4) panels ( C ) show that the job to job probability transitions 

λit
e  has no different results from ∧it

e .  
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Conclusion :  

This study empirically evaluates the relationship between job market flows, minimum 

wage, and the settings during the business cycle for black and white workers. I used quarterly 

state-level panel data from Q3, 2000 to Q3, 2019. My findings indicate that Job to Job flows 

rate is an important determinant of cyclical wage dynamics, and it dominates the impact of 

tightening the labor market. The minimum wage has ripple effects on both job market flows. 

The minimum wage also has a positive and significant impact on earnings, especially for black 

workers. This paper supports the previous implications of job-to-job (JJ) transitions for cyclical 

wage dynamic theories and introduces empirical evidence for Burdett and Mortensen (1998) 
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model prediction. Namely that when the minimum wage binds, the unemployment exit rate 

doesn't have explanatory power in the wage settings. 
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